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Crypto	market	dynamics	in	stressful	condiFons
Christophe	Desagre,	Paolo	Mazza,	Mikael	Pe4tjean

Understanding market liquidity and trading dynamics in one of the most innova6ve and vola6le markets in the world, is crucial
from the standpoint of both regulators and investors. In contrast to stocks, very li=le is known about the func6oning of cryptos
around extreme returns (ERs). Using high-frequency order-book and trade data for the 8 most widespread cryptos on 16 trading
plaGorms over three years, we examine the contemporaneous and lagged influence of trading ac6vity and liquidity on the
occurrence of extreme returns (ERs) in a logis6c regression framework adapted to rare events. Despite its huge vola6lity, we show
that the trading and liquidity dynamics on the crypto market around ERs is not orthogonal to what tradi6onal markets experience
in stressful condi6ons. The number of trades is a par6cularly robust driver to explain the occurrence of ERs, followed by the
rela6ve	spread.	The	same	drivers	are	iden6fied	for	tradi6onal	markets.
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Non-Standard	Errors
Albert	J.	Menkveld,	Anna	Dreber,	Felix	Holzmeister,	Juergen	Huber,	Magnus	Johannesson,	Jean-Bap4ste
Hasse,		e.a.

In sta6s6cs, samples are drawn from a popula6on in a data-genera6ng process (DGP). Standard errors measure the uncertainty in
es6mates of popula6on parameters. In science, evidence is generated to test hypotheses in an evidence- genera6ng process
(EGP). We claim that EGP varia6on across researchers adds uncertainty: Non-standard errors (NSEs). We study NSEs by leXng 164
teams test the same hypotheses on the same data. NSEs turn out to be sizable, but smaller for be=er reproducible or higher rated
research.	Adding	peer-review	stages	reduces	NSEs.	We	further	find	that	this	type	of	uncertainty	is	underes6mated	by	par6cipants.
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An	AnalyFcal	Shrinkage	EsFmator	for	Linear	Regression
Nathan	Lassance

We derive an analy6cal solu6on to the op6mal shrinkage of OLS regression coefficients toward a constant target, under any first
two moments of predictors. The es6mator closely mimics the predic6on performance of ridge penalty, which admits no general
analy6cal	solu6on.
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PorJolio	selecFon:	A	target-distribuFon	approach
Nathan	Lassance,	Frédéric	Vrins

We introduce a novel framework for the porGolio selec6on problem in which investors aim to target a return distribu6on, and the
op6mal porGolio has a return distribu6on as close as possible to the targeted one. The proposed framework can be applied to a
variety of investment objec6ves. In this paper, we focus on improving the higher moments of mean-variance-efficient porGolios by
designing the target so that its first two moments match those of the chosen efficient porGolio but has more desirable higher
moments. We show theore6cally that the op6mal porGolio is in general different from the mean-variance porGolio, but remains
mean-variance efficient when asset returns are Gaussian. Otherwise, it can move away from the efficient fron6er to be=er match
the higher moments of the target distribu6on. An extensive empirical analysis using three characteris6c-sorted datasets and a
dataset of 100 individual stocks indicates that the proposed framework delivers a sa6sfying compromise between mean-variance
efficiency	and	improved	higher	moments.
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SVB,	Crédit	Suisse,	...	au	suivant	?

Frédéric	Vrins

Le 17 mars 2023, Silicon Valley Bank (SVB), 16ème banque aux Etats-Unis par sa taille, déposait le bilan. Le jour même, l’acJon de
Crédit Suisse, 17ème plus grande banque d’Europe, chutait de plus de 60% et sera rachetée deux jours plus tard par son principal
concurrent, UBS, sous la pression du gouvernement helvète. Autour du 15 mars, les principales valeurs bancaires européennes
perdaient plus de 10%, lâchant près de 20% en un mois. On peut donc légiJmement se demander si nous ne sommes pas sur le
point	de	revivre	le	scénario	d’une	crise	bancaire	mondiale	avec	les	effets	que	l’on	connait.
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Toward	a	MacroprudenIal	Regulatory	Framework	for	Mutual	Funds

Christos	Argyropoulos,	Bertrand	Candelon,	Jean-Bap;ste	Hasse,	Ekaterini	Panopoulou

This paper highlights the procyclical and unstable behaviour of mutual fund returns. It proposes a novel factor model that allows
for regime changes associated with macroeconomic variables. EsJmated on a panel covering 825 US equity mutual funds over a
period of 30 years, it appears that the yield curve, the dividend yield and the industrial producJon coincide with regimes switches
in the Fama-French factors. Furthermore, the esJmated regimes perfectly match financial crises and economic downturns, thus
confirming the procyclical behaviour of mutual funds’ returns. These findings, coupled with the emerging systemic role of mutual
funds,	promote	the	consideraJon	for	a	specific	macroprudenJal	regulatory	framework.
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TesIng	for	Causality	between	Climate	Policies	and	Carbon	Emissions	ReducIon

Bertrand	Candelon,	Jean-Bap;ste	Hasse

In this paper, we evaluate the causal effects of climate policies on carbon emissions reducJon. Specifically, we invesJgate the
properJes of the Granger causality test in the frequency domain, assuming that the dependent variables include a binary variable
and a conJnuous variable (resp. treatment and outcome variables). Monte Carlo simulaJons confirm that: (i) this test is valid
under this assumpJon; and (ii) it has more power than its Jme-domain counterpart. Then, using Sweden as a case study, we
evaluate the impact of the Kyoto Protocol, the Swedish carbon tax, and the European Union Emissions Trading System (EU ETS) on
carbon emissions reducJon over the period 1964–2021. Our empirical results indicate that only the carbon tax Granger causes
carbon emissions reducJon in the long run. Our methodological framework offers policymakers a useful toolbox for climate policy
evaluaJon	as	well	as	new	insights	into	the	outcomes	of	internaJonal	treaJes	and	carbon	pricing	policies.
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Bloomberg	and	the	GameStop	saga:	the	fear	of	stock	market	democracy

Tom	Duterme

The GameStop saga aroused the emoJon and indignaJon of a large part of the financial community. This paper accounts for this
reacJon by exposing the conflict of experJse at the heart of the saga: the Bloomberg Terminal of market professionals and the
forum of retail investors supported antagonisJc percepJons of events. It then generalizes these findings by characterizing the
framing operated by the Terminal mobilized by traders, and by underlining its essenJal divergences from the framing of the
internet forum. Through their selecJon, weighJng and ranking operaJons, these devices offer different points of view on the
financial markets. This pluralizaJon of the informaJonal bases guiding investors’ decisions allows this paper to address the issue of
the	democraJzaJon	of	finance,	its	condiJons	of	feasibility	and	desirability.
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AccounAng	for	PD-LGD	dependency:	A	tractable	extension	to	the	Basel	ASRF
framework
Ma#eo	Barbagli,	Frédéric	Vrins

We extend the asympto.c single risk factor (ASRF) model used in the Basel regula.ons to accommodate the dependence between

the probabili.es of default (PD) and the losses given default (LGD) with arbitrary marginal distribu.ons. The PD-LGD link is

introduced via the single systema.c risk factor and its strength is controlled via a dedicated parameter, in line with the treatment

of the default dependence in the current Basel framework. We derive the explicit form of the mapping func.on transla.ng

uncondi.onal LGDs into condi.onal ones, compute the porIolio-invariant semi-analy.cal formula of value-at-risk and propose a

calibra.on method. An empirical study featuring defaulted corporate bonds confirms the validity of the calibra.on procedure and

delivers realis.c risk metrics. The proposed approach is easy to implement and is useful to design future guidelines for capital

requirements, to perform sensi.vity analysis or to compute implied downturn LGDs. Compared to the guidelines of the European

Banking	Authority,	our	approach	delivers	more	conserva.ve	figures	on	the	considered	data.
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Sovereign	yield	curves	and	the	COVID-19	in	emerging	markets
Bertrand	Candelon,	Rubens	Moura

This study examines the determinants of sovereign yield curves in four major emerging economies (Brazil, India, Mexico, and

Russia) during the COVID-19 crisis. In light of increasing worldwide financial, macroeconomic, and sanitary interdependence, we

construct an arbitrage-free affine term structure model that incorporates a global vector autoregressive process to capture the

joint dynamics of risk factors. Our findings reveal three key insights. Firstly, a surge in the global transmission rate of the

coronavirus leads to an escala.on in sovereign borrowing costs, poten.ally indica.ng an amplified sovereign default risk.

Secondly, foreign macrofinancial factors emerge as prominent drivers of yield curve movements, underscoring the importance of

cross-border spillover effects in the contemporary financially interconnected global economy. Lastly, bond risk premia peak during

the pandemic outbreak but subsequently stabilize, indica.ng effec.ve policy interven.ons to restore calm in bond markets.

Addi.onally,	we	outline	policy	implica.ons	derived	from	our	findings.
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The	Risk	of	Expected	UAlity	under	Parameter	Uncertainty
Nathan	Lassance,	Alberto	Mar=n-Utrera,	Majeed	Simaan

We derive analy.cal expressions for the risk of an investor’s expected u.lity under parameter uncertainty. In par.cular, our

analysis focuses on characterizing the out-of-sample u.lity variance of three porIolios: the classic mean-variance porIolio, the

minimum-variance porIolio, and a shrinkage porIolio that combines both. We then use our analy.cal expressions to study a

robustness measure that balances out-of-sample u.lity mean and vola.lity. We show that neither the sample mean-variance

porIolio nor the sample minimum-variance porIolio exhibits maximal robustness individually, and one needs to combine both to

op.mize porIolio robustness. Accordingly, we introduce a robust shrinkage porIolio that delivers an op.mal tradeoff between

out-of-sample u.lity mean and vola.lity and is more resilient to es.ma.on errors. Our results highlight the importance of

considering out-of-sample performance risk in designing and evalua.ng investment strategies and stochas.c discount factor

models.
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On	the	CombinaBon	of	Naive	and	Mean-Variance	PorHolio	Strategies
Nathan	Lassance,	Rodolphe	Vanderveken,	Frédéric	Vrins

We study how to best combine the sample mean-variance por6olio with the naive equally weighted por6olio to op9mize out-of-
sample performance. We show that the seemingly natural convexity constraint that Tu and Zhou (2011) impose—the two
combina9on coefficients must sum to one—is undesirable because it severely constrains the alloca9on to the risk-free asset
rela9ve to the unconstrained por6olio combina9on. However, we demonstrate that relaxing the convexity constraint inflates
es9ma9on errors in combina9on coefficients, which we alleviate using a shrinkage es9mator of the unconstrained combina9on
scheme. Empirically, the constrained combina9on outperforms the unconstrained one in a range of generally small degrees of risk
aversion, but severely deteriorates otherwise. In contrast, the shrinkage unconstrained combina9on enjoys the best of both
strategies	and	performs	consistently	well	for	all	levels	of	risk	aversion.
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The	risk	premium	in	New	Keynesian	DSGE	models:	The	cost	of	inflaBon	channel
Leonardo	Iania,	Pavel	Tre;akov,	Rafael	Wouters

We study the role of the cost of infla9on channel in determining the risk premium in a (nonlinear) New Keynesian DSGE model.
Relying on a Calvo (or Rotemberg) price seZng, we show that while the cost of infla9on channel generates the desired term
premium moments, it suffers from nontrivial, counterintui9ve approxima9on errors in the price dispersion func9on. In addi9on to
documen9ng the issues, we propose ways to alleviate them, including a quasikinked demand func9on as a risk-genera9ng
mechanism.
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Target	return	as	efficient	driver	of	risk-taking
Catherine	D’Hondt,	Rudy	De	Winne,	Aleksandar	Todorovic

Purpose – This paper examines whether target returns act as specific goals that impact risk-taking when individuals make
investment decisions. Design/methodology/approach – Using an experimental seZng, the authors assign either a low or a high
target return to par9cipants and ask them to make independent investment decisions as the risk-free rate fluctuates around their
target return and, for some of them, becomes nega9ve. Findings – Building on cumula9ve prospect theory, the authors find that
the prevailing reference point of par9cipants is the target return, regardless of the level of the risk-free rate. This result s9ll holds
even when the risk-free rate is nega9ve, sugges9ng that (1) the target return drives risk-taking more than does a zero-threshold
and (2) nega9ve rates are limited as a tool to s9mulate appe9tes for risk. In a follow-up study, the authors show that these
conclusions remain valid when the target return is endogenously determined. Originality/value – The authors’ original approach,
which pioneers the use of target returns in both the posi9ve and nega9ve interest rate contexts, provides insigh6ul results about
the	“reach	for	yield”	among	regular	people.
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The	distribu?on	of	sample	mean-variance	porGolio	weights

Raymond	Kan,	Nathan	Lassance,	Xiaolu	Wang

We present a simple stochas/c representa/on for the joint distribu/on of sample es/mates of three scalar parameters and two
vectors of por7olio weights that characterize the minimum-variance fron/er. This stochas/c representa/on is useful for sampling
observa/ons efficiently, deriving moments in closed-form, and studying the distribu/on and performance of many por7olio
strategies that are func/ons of these five variables. We also present the asympto/c joint distribu/ons of these five variables for
both the standard regime and the high-dimensional regime. Both asympto/c distribu/ons are simpler than the finite-sample one,
and the one for the high-dimensional regime, i.e., when the number of assets and the sample size go together to infinity at a
constant rate, reveals the high-dimensional proper/es of the considered es/mators. Our results extend upon [T. Bodnar, H. DeGe,
N. Parolya and E. Thorst ́en, Sampling distribu/ons of op/mal por7olio weights and characteris/cs in low and large dimensions,
Random	Matrices:	Theory	Appl.	11	(2022)].
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